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Abstract: As multimodal user interfaces (MUIs) significantly enrich user experience
with connected and autonomous vehicles (CAVs), a seamless modality combination
and multimodal switch is the key to enhancing human interaction's efficiency and
usability across multiple interfaces in vehicles. From the theoretical review, we discuss
the concept of seamlessness. Based on the consideration of driving automation
upgrade and multi-tasking dynamics, we introduce two seamless dimensions of the
new design space of multimodal user interfaces in both chronological and spatial
orders. We propose a framework incorporating the design space and discuss the
factors influencing the performance of multimodal seamlessness with the driving tasks
constantly changing. Further, we present three design practices using this framework
to illustrate the design methods. We also discuss the framework's potentials and
limitations for designing the human-machine interaction in CAVs.
Keywords: seamlessness; multimodal user interfaces; automotive human-machineinteraction

1. Introduction
Driven by technological advancement, vehicles are increasingly automated and connected,
opening a widely accessible and highly interactive space in the near future. As automation
releases drivers from driving tasks and connected services involve drivers in multi-tasking
dynamics, human involvement changes, causing new considerations in designing in-vehicle
Human-Machine Interaction (HMI), such as rich infotainment needs and complex
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transportation planning service. However, current HMI design methods cannot address
them. Thus motivated, this research explores the new design space of the next generation of
automotive HMI systems. We propose the bi-dimensional framework SAME incorporating
the design space. To evaluate the framework, we conducted a sponsored workshop covered
in a graduate design studio course where some design and human-machine-interaction (HCI)
graduate students applied it to design the concept of Smart Cockpit 2.0 in the next three to
five years, and three practices are selected and discussed in this article.

2. Background
2.1 Multimodal user interfaces in vehicles
Multimodal user interfaces (MUIs) integrate multiple input and output modalities, where
modality refers to the channel type used to communicate information (Nigay & Coutaz,
1993). MUIs allow users to proceed via any supported modality instead of a consciously
chosen modality (Müller & Weinberg, 2011), which matches human's multimodal nature
(Coutaz & Caelen, 1991). Automotive HMI already utilizes MUIs (see Figure 1), which enables
HMI with users' flexible interaction, efficient switch of modalities between tasks (Roider et
al., 2019), robust cross-modality communication, and multimodal embodied interaction
(Dourish, 2004).

Figure 1. Multimodal user interfaces (MUIs) in-vehicle system; HUI is haptic user interface; GUI is
graphic user interface; VUI is voice user interface.
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Transforming to higher levels of driving automation systems, drivers can shift attention away
from driving-related tasks to non-driving related (NDR) tasks (Wang et al., 2018).
Correspondingly, HMI design should shift focus from reducing drivers' distractions to
enriching interaction content, embodiment and pleasurability. New infotainment services
should leverage multiple modalities for not only driving but also switching to and between
NDR tasks. Automotive UI design should consider further promoting modality switch for
tasks to exploit each modality's benefits (Roider et al., 2019). However, little research on
current driving experience has considered such potentials of MUIs in enriching human
interaction. It calls for a new design framework to facilitate this change.

2.2 Seamlessness
The term Seamlessness was firstly proposed by Mark Weiser in his vision of ubiquitous
computing (Weiser, 1994), defined as "multiple devices/interfaces can access the
information and work together in one seamless and integrated system", which mainly
focused on human interaction with personal devices and digital works. Since then, it has
been practiced (IEEE Pervasive Computing), developed (EU's Disappearing Computer
initiative, 2001; Wiberg, 2001; Ishii, 2003; Clark et al., 2011), and challenged (Chalmers &
MacColl, 2003; Broll & Benford, 2005). Recently seamlessness has been revived in
multimodal HMI in autonomous driving, with an evolved meaning where systems adjust to
users instead of users adjusting to systems (Raghunathan et al., 2018; Baumgardner et al.,
2018). Seamlessness in this paper refers to transitions (or handoffs) from one to the next
modality in multiple tasking across interfaces, which involves minimal user overheads in
MUIs experience. Human cognition dynamically distributes across interfaces while users
interact with MUIs, which is critical to deciding users’ perceived information processing and
experience quality. In turn, it decides seams in multi-tasking dynamics as well as appropriate
mode, which refers to a state that determines how information is interpreted to extract or
convey meaning (Nigay & Coutaz, 1993). Currently, human-related seams mainly come from
cognitive overload in multiple-tasking across interfaces and cognitive vacuum during driving
breaks such as refueling/waiting for traffic lights. To address this problem, it is essential to
determine human cognitive resources in time and interfaces' cognitive bandwidths in space
to align with the required interaction types for driving tasks.
According to Bakker and colleagues' categorization of human interaction based on the
attention continuum (Bakker et al., 2015), we define focused interaction as conscious,
intentional and direct precise control within human attention center; implicit interaction as
subconscious, unintentional and indirect control out of attention center; peripheral
interaction as subconscious but intentional and direct imprecise control between focused
and implicit attention. We believe peripheral interaction can provide more chances for
secondary tasks and modality switches, allowing drivers to use the new modality that is less
occupied by the primary task and thereby smooth the seams.
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Human cognition is disturbed by both time and space. Each modality in series has its own
limitations that influence human cognition distribution in time (Deppermann & Streeck,
2018). Human cognitive resources also depend on human factors such as driving fatigue (Lal
& Craig, 2001). Beyond traditional human reach envelopes only giving feedback concerning
whether a point is reachable and visible (Yang & Abdel-Malek, 2009), gradual discomfort
levels and peripheral field of vision are more important for integrating different types of
interaction modes. Interaction bandwidth changes by users’ distance to interfaces. It
generally shrinks with increasing distance or angle to a human-focused zone (Pohl & MurraySmith, 2013).

3. To seamlessness: A new design space of multimodal user
interfaces
To smooth seams and exploit MUIs potentials, we construct the new design space of
multimodal user interfaces. It comprises two dimensions, time-cognitive (TC) and dimension
space-cognitive (SC), based on three coordinates, time, space, and cognitive workload:
• Time represents chronological order during a driving journey.
• Space represents spatial accessibility of haptic, visual and auditory interfaces
across the interactive vehicular interior.
• Cognitive workload represents required human involvement for all ongoing
tasks. It could be categorized into three interaction types (C1-focused
interaction, C2-peripheral interaction, C3-implicit interaction).

3.1 Seamlessness in the time-cognitive (TC) dimension
In the time-cognitive (TC) dimension (XZ plane), cognitive resource decreases over time due
to accumulated fatigue. Essentially, the chronological order of tasks along the driving
journey drives the switch between input and output modalities and decides human cognitive
workload distribution. Therefore, it is the core of designing seamlessness in dimension timecognitive to detect or inform users' tasks switch or their next intention to switch, and then
prioritize the ongoing and coming tasks based on cognitive resource optimization and
adaptively switching each related operation/action to better modalities. Here we provide an
example to explain seamlessness in the time-cognitive dimension:
•

•
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T1: In conditional autonomous driving (see Figure 2), the driving task itself is the
initial primary task with focused interaction (C1) between multiple input modalities
(steering wheels and pedals) and multiple outputs (real traffic in dashboard and
navigation through screen and voice).
T2: When upgrading to an autonomous driving condition, a driver is released from
manual steering to lower-workload monitoring, and allowed to start a new primary
task such as messaging. Keeping both tasks as focused interaction will cause
cognitive workload conflict, either distracting users or delaying both tasks. Therefore,
it is better to assign the task driving to secondary modalities with peripheral
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•

•

•

interaction type (C2), such as voice user interface; for example, the system vocally
reports current driving status and changes, sparing cognitive resource and graphic
interface for the driver's current primary interest (messaging).
T3: With cognitive resources continuously decreasing, if the overall cognitive
resources cannot allow a parallel secondary task with the current primary task safely,
the system should switch to implicit interaction (C3) with monitoring driving.
T4: Thus, it upgrades to a fully autonomous driving condition till endpoint T4 (arriving
at the destination or takeover control). For example, the system recognizes user
activities and indicates driving status via vibrotactile feedback in seatback.
T5: When cognitive resources can no longer meet the required involvement to
complete a single focused interaction, the automotive system needs to alert the
driver to stop.

Figure 2. An example of seamlessness in the time-cognitive (TC) dimension. O is the coordinate origin,
W1 is the cognitive workload of task driving (C3), W2 is the cognitive workload of task
driving (C2), W3 is the cognitive workload of task messaging (C1), and W4 is the cognitive
workload of task driving (C1).

3.2 Seamlessness in the space-cognitive (SC) dimension
In the space-cognitive (SC) dimension (YZ plane), the interaction bandwidth of interfaces
gradually decreases over space based on both visual and haptic reachability. According to
the human reach envelope model proposed by Yang & Abdel-Malek (2009), the automobile's
front interior layout can be categorized based on vision and haptic reachability into
comfortable, reachable to unreachable zones (see Figure 3). Since driving is mostly a visually
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intensive task, the interaction grading (C1, C2, and C3) is generally determined by visual
reachability rather than haptic or auditory reachability:
•
•
•

Vision comfortable (VC) zone (Within S3) is applicable for focused interaction (C1)
and below.
Vision reachable (VR) zone (S3-S8) is applicable for peripheral interaction (C2) and
below, but it may not accommodate modalities with focused interaction (C1).
Vision unreachable (VUR) zone (Beyond S8), where information is nearly impossible
to catch by the human eyes, is only applicable for the implicit interaction (C3).

Figure 3. An example of seamlessness in the space-cognitive (SC) dimension. S1 and S2 are the
nearest and farthest distances of interface A, S4 and S5 are the nearest and farthest
distances of interface B, S5 and S7 are the nearest and farthest distances of interface.

Driving is a trained skill so that habitual maneuver in haptic inputs does not require too
much cognitive workload. Hence, haptic reachability mostly determines the interaction
modes of interfaces in each zone.
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•

•
•

•

The haptic comfortable but not vision comfortable (VR & HC / VUR & HC) zone, such
as the backside of the steering wheel, has great potential to develop ergonomic
inputs to support peripheral interaction through haptic modes (C2).
The haptic unreachable but vision reachable (VR & HUR) zone may consider the
alternative visual modes such as the gaze control input with visual outputs.
The both haptic and vision unreachable (VUR & HUR) zone may suit auditory
interactions with minimum human involvement (C3) such as music & audio, which do
not involve haptic or vision sensory modes.
The entire in-cabin space is generally considered as a comfortable zone in terms of
auditory reachability, except for conversations among multiple people and agents,
which require clear distinguishing of different sound sources.

Achieving seamlessness in the space-cognitive dimension emphasizes optimizing cognitive
workload allocation across zones. It should promote the appropriate modalities and spatial
distribution to align with the interaction bandwidth curve when tasks switch their
interaction grade across time. For example (see Figure 3), task driving is a typical focused
interaction (C1) under human steering, which is mostly based on the driver’s decision and
maneuverability, which should be designed in the C1 zone, such as the dashboard (interface
A). In higher driving automation, it may allow the system to take over some operations to
preserve the driver's cognitive workload for emerging focused tasks such as messaging to be
displayed in the same physical space. In this case, the task driving should switch to a new
interface in the C2 zone, such as the central screen (interface B), and transit its input and
output modalities to that requiring peripheral interaction (C2). In a fully autonomous
condition, driving-related information can be conveyed through vibrotactile feedback on the
seatback (interface C) for implicit interaction (C3).

3.3 SAME bi-dimensional framework
SAME (Seamless Automotive Multimodal Experience) bi-dimensional framework
incorporates the new design space in the above two dimensions (see Figure 4). As
conditional/high autonomous driving within the connected vehicle and transportation
service would consist of a broad spectrum of activities ranging from the driving task itself
and other transportation-related tasks to a variety of NDR tasks (Wang et al., 2018), the
required cognitive workload (the Z value) of all possible activities should stay below the
maximum cognitive resource at all time and in all space. The key is how to switch modality's
interaction types and spatial displacement to optimize its contents with appropriate
cognitive workloads.
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Figure 4. The bio-dimensional framework of multimodal user interfaces. X axis equals time, Y axis
equals space, Z axis equals cognitive workload, with Task A being the initial primary task,
task B being the new primary task.

3.4 Influencing factors of SAME performance
The SAME framework contains human factors referring to driver capability influenced by
spatial reachability and shaped by momentary variations such as fatigue and task demand.
Other factors include contextual factors pertaining to a combination of environmental
features such as vehicle characteristics and other road users' behavior (Fastenmeier &
Gstalter, 2007), and user preferences such as task performance objective, which influences
user choice of which modality is attended to in a multimodal interface (Brumby et al., 2011).
Other user preferences may include habit, personality trait and perception. Thus, the SAME
solution varies according to users' preferences for modality selections.

4. SAME design practices
The following three design practices focusing on diverging aspects are selected from the
one-month SAME workshop, collaborated with the sponsor Guangzhou Automobile Group
Co, Ltd (GAC),. Developed by two design students and one HCI student, the first practice
designs a conceptual automotive operating system, the concept Mobile OS 2.0, for the
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autonomous driving future. Developed by one design student and two HCI students, the
second practice aims to solve the human-related problems in connected and autonomous
vehicles (CAVs). The third practice, developed by one design student, explores the potentials
of the SAME theory from the user research perspective instead of the designers’, which
designed a new method for collecting user preference and constructing user demographics
for automotive HMI designers and industry.

4.1 Design practice 1
The Mobile OS 2.0 aims to shape a new user experience in the future autonomous vehicles.
With the initiation to promote modalities that were underexploited in current automotive
HMI design and assisted by promising technologies, it integrates graphic user interface
(hologram), voice interface, gesture and haptic interface (central console panel), all of which
synthesized an immersive and seamless driving experience (see Figure 5).
The multimodal interface distribution and its particular form of modality are based on both
time-cognitive (TC) and space-cognitive (SC) dimensions of seamlessness. The hologram
display is the primary output modality. By adopting this hologram display, maximal seated
haptic reachability and eyesight will no longer be a problem for the users. It could also
provide a more immersive experience based on high-quality images and accurate depth cues
viewed directly by the human eyes. For the purpose of releasing human workload from
manual steering to monitoring on driving-related tasks, the vision comfortable (VC) zone is
designed with modalities of focused interaction (C1) related to NDR tasks such as
music/audio manipulation instead of the driving tasks. However, this zone is inevitably
reserved for timely operational information display requiring to take actions immediately or
take over controls under emergency. For example, an alert saying "Check out the front" pops
up in this zone requiring a C1 level cognitive workload (focused interaction). The interaction
type of the task driving switches to secondary modalities with peripherical interaction (C2)
where driving-related information is displayed outside the vision comfortable zone yet still
reachable (the central display). This can save human cognitive resources for new activities.
For example, speed, battery and navigation information are displayed in icons and short
texts, which only require a C2 level cognitive workload (peripheral interaction).
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Figure 5. Design practice 1: the mobile OS 2.0

Using SAME to define the best placement, the primary input modalities of the operating
system are combined with the central console haptics and gesture inputs. They are placed in
the vision reachable and haptic comfortable (VR&HC) zone (the central console). This zone
offers great potential for developing ergonomic input modalities in haptic modes as
discussed above. The central console is a live surface that can respond to human gestures
and physical touches. Nakagaki and colleagues have already demonstrated the significance
of force-controlled shape display in haptic interaction (Nakagaki et al., 2019). This novel
input mode can provide more intuitive maneuver which saves human consciousness. For
example, pressing down the hand forward executes the speed-up while backward executes
the break. Such interaction can largely improve multi-task efficiency and minimize cognitive
workload conflicts. Particularly under certain emergencies and high-risk situations, this
interaction is expected to outperform the traditional haptic controllers of shift stick and
pedal, which still need plenty of training to operate skillfully and precisely.

4.2 Design practice 2
This practice aims to solve two human-related problems associated with autonomous
vehicles (AVs) addressed in current literature. One is the lack of trust in the autonomous
system and the other is drivers' loss of situational awareness during transitions of control in
the driverless mode (Lu et al., 2016), (Favarò et al., 2019). To respectfully solve the
problems, we present two design features. The first is to define the key steps in humanvehicle communications. The second is to design an intuitive display system of functional
information that facilitates informative communication between users and the vehicle with
HUD (Head-Up Displays) in the windshield.
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To address the first design feature, the core consideration is to increase the visibility and
sensibility of system feedback, as well as the transparency of the decision-making process
and intentions of autonomous vehicles, which provides additional guidance and clues in
communication with the driver through task-based voice interfaces. This consideration in
return reduces users' cognitive workload in task switch and multiple-tasking in the timecognitive dimension and further enhances the human trust with the autonomous vehicle. In
addressing this feature, we designed three key steps in the communication process (see
Figure 6):

Figure 6. Three key steps in human-vehicle communication. Step one: What decisions the vehicle is
making; step two: based on what evidence; step three: specify what recommended steps /
secondary tasks are for the driver.

For example, the vehicular system notifies the driver through instant voice interfaces when
the battery is running low. Moreover, all non-operation-related information such as
music/audio, interior lights, weather, and social messaging need to be cut off in order to
reach the destination. Users would only need to answer yes or no to keep this plan or
navigate to the nearest charging station. Otherwise, users might be confused or unsatisfied
if there is a sudden change of vehicular behavior and then takes over controls, which brings
unnecessary cognitive burden (back to human steering).
To address the second design feature, we consider users’ role in transforming from an actual
driver to a supervisor, users need to make important decisions or be informed about when
and how to take safety measures. The graphic interface-centered multimodal navigation
system Integrates AR technology, which can display functional information on the front glass
in a more straightforward manner. It can acquire users' attention and maintain informative
communications for those important tasks that require high concentration from users, thus
raising users’ situational awareness. Navigational information (distance, arrow), vehicular
information (speed, battery) and contextual information (real-time hazard identification
highlighted in yellow lines) are all displayed within the vision comfortable (VC) zones on the
front glass (see Figure 7). They remain prepared for emergencies when full human
involvement (focused interaction) is needed (as discussed in the space-cognitive dimension).
For example, displaying an alert in the driver center of the front class and counting down
with auditory feedback for an inevitable upcoming collision helps users to be prepared.
Visualizing vehicle and road information in a more direct way and developing a rapport and
consistent exchange between users and the vehicle would help facilitate visual
communication and improve modalities switching efficiency in decision-making settings.
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Figure 7. Displayed information on the front glass.

4.3 Design practice 3
This practice developed a mini-SAME participatory card game toolkit. Through co-design
activities, this card game aims to collect user preferences due to their importance on varying
the SAME sulotions . It provides two template sheets in both chronological and spatial
orders for participants to fill out. The chronological template (see Figure 8) is based on the
seamless map in the time-cognitive dimension. The timeline is divided into three phases
based on the time-cognitive seamless dimension:
• Phase one is task A driving as the only primary task with focused interaction
(C1), corresponding to the T1 and T2 interval.
• Phase two is the arrival of task B as the new primary task, and task driving
switches to secondary modalities with the interaction type degrading to
peripheral interaction (C2) when upgrading to autonomous driving,
corresponding to the T2 and T3 interval.
• Phase three is the interaction type of task driving further degrading to implicit
interaction (C3), with the overall cognitive resource continuously decreasing
due to driving fatigue, corresponding to the T3 and T4 interval.
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Figure 8. The card game's chronological template sheet. Task A is the initial primary task driving. Task
B is the new primary task.

The spatial template (see Figure 9) is based on the space-cognitive seamless dimension. This
template categorizes interfaces across the automotive front interior into three levels based
on interaction bandwidth. Modality cards are also categorized into multiple interaction
types, C1, C2, C3 based on the required workload of each modality, such as button input (C1
or C2) and multimedia graphic interface output (C1, C2 or C3). Level one interface can be put
in with all levels of modality cards (C1 and below); level two interface with level two and
three modality cards (C2 and below); level three interface can only be put in with level three
modality cards (C3). Participants can put modality cards on each interface with
corresponding interaction types.
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Figure 9. The card game's spatial template sheet. Level one zone (C1 and below interaction types),
level two zone (C2 and C3 interaction types), and level three zone (C3 interaction type).

Assuming the human body is in good condition, participants first randomly select one
contextual factor card such as bad weather or traffic jam, then select three sub-tasks of the
initial primary task driving based on their experience and randomly select another secondary
task. After selecting a contextual factor, participants select freely from a variety of input and
output modality cards to accomplish the multiple-tasking and task switching demands in the
given context of driving automation upgrades. They then fill the modality cards they selected
into the corresponding rows (C1, C2, C3) in the phase one column. Under the condition of
autonomous driving, when it comes to time phase two with the arrival of another primary
task B such as messaging, gaming, or calling, participants select new input and output
modality cards for this task and adjust modality combinations for the previous task driving
accordingly based on their expectations, objectives, and other preferences. In the last phase,
participants further adjust task A's modalities into a lower interaction type. When
participants complete the last phase, they then fill out the spatial templates to distribute
modalities they have selected across in-vehicle interfaces based on their interaction
bandwidths. In total, participants fill out three spatial templates, each of which corresponds
to a one-time phase (T1 – T2, T2 – T3 or T3 – T4) on the chronological template. All template
sheets are collected after the game for preference-related information analysis.

5. Discussion
Over the last thirty years, the notion of seamlessness has been introduced, practiced,
developed, and challenged in the human-machine-interaction domain. However, it was
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mostly discussed only in the spatial dimension (Chalmers & MacColl, 2003; Clark et al., 2011;
Wiberg, 2001). The recently revived concept of seamlessness with the development of
autonomous technologies further lays a solid foundation for our theory (Raghunathan et al.,
2018; Baumgardner et al., 2018). Additionally, multimodal user interfaces have been
significantly improving the current driving experience. The previous literature has discussed
MUIs’ potential for enriching human interactions and proposed some design guidance for
multi-tasking dynamics across multi-modalities (Roider et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2018). In the
era of driving automation upgrades, this paper broadens out the notion of seamlessness
beyond the human-interaction-design domain, providing timely guidance for autonomous
automotive MUIs designs. We introduce the seamless automotive multimodal experience
(SAME) design framework in a fusion of time-cognitive and space-cognitive bi-dimensions
based on the new design space of multimodal user interfaces. We hope it will provide timely
guidance for human-vehicle interaction design in upcoming high-level or fully autonomous
driving conditions.

5.1 Experience and Recommendations
From the three design practices selected from the sponsored workshop, we shed light on
practical implementations of our framework in diverging aspects. We explored the seamless
features in the time-cognitive dimension by designing the new multimodal user interfaces to
release human involvement with operational-related tasks in autonomous driving. For
example, we combined input modalities such as mid-air gestures (C2), speech (C2) and
output modalities such as auditory feedback (C3) and hologram (C2) for the task driving
which only required a C2 level of human involvement (peripheral interaction). Such design
optimized human cognitive resources for NDR tasks such as music/audio with a C1 level of
involvement. However, from the design practices, it was a challenge for us to visualize
seamlessness in a micro time unit, such as a moment of switching between two individual
tasks or during multiple tasks. Possible avenues may include further refining the design
space of seamlessness in the time–cognitive dimension with a fine-grain level of
consideration.
Our experience indicated that it was straightforward to implement SAME design
considerations based on the seamless space-cognitive dimension, such as when designing
the modalities layout across interfaces of future automotive operating systems. The
categorization of interior zones based on haptic and visual accessibility from comfortable,
reachable to unreachable zones provided useful design guidance on improved interfaces for
a particular form of modality. For example, the new design feature of gesture and haptic
input modes, which required intensive human maneuver, was designed to be placed in the
haptic comfortable (HC) zone. The central console and the navigational information, which
required human-focused interaction, were designed to be displayed in the vision
comfortable (VC) zone, with augmented sense on the front glass. The challenges to design
seamlessness in the space-cognitive dimension include few considerations of designing new
features in unreachable zones in both haptics and vision. One reason is associated with the
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limited human cognitive bandwidth across these interfaces, where only tasks with implicit
interaction such as music/audio can be assigned with current human steering requirements.
A broader design space awaits exploration to fully exploit the potentials on these interfaces
in the future context of autonomous driving.
Based on the design space and our practices, we propose further recommendations in
designing seamless multimodal user interfaces:
• To avoid cognitive overload, the vehicular system should control the workload
for secondary tasks by transforming them into new modalities or interfaces,
which require less human attention or interaction bandwidth during the period
of overlap with human drivers’ multiple tasks or new tasks started.
• The system should further promote users' preferred modalities to interact with
them by automatically detecting and learning from users’ behavior, habit,
characteristics, and other related preference.

5.2 Potentials
We demonstrated the SAME framework can provide guidance for designers to create future
automotive interior user interfaces. Additionally, it has the potential to design new
methodologies to acquire additional references and rationales from users' perspective. For
example, the SAME card game is designed to collect new user preferences. Apart from users'
modality selection preferences such as haptic, graphic and voice interfaces to be drawn from
the chronological template, the spatial template would shed light on users' modality
allocation preference across in-vehicle interfaces when driving. We expect to categorize and
classify the user (driver) types by constructing several dimensions such as Talkative (T) –
Silent (I), Focused (F) – Casual (C), Moving (M) – Still (S) and Active (A) – Passive (P) based on
users’ preferences analysis. For example, a "T-F-M-A" type driver is keen on the voice user
interface (talkative), and highly cognitive involved in tasks (focused), input interactions on
multiple interfaces across the front interior space (Moving) and often initiates interactions
with haptic controller inputs (Active). An instructive and comprehensive taxonomy of user
types could be developed with further research on data collection and analysis on user
preferences. This will serve as important design guidance to design automotive MUIs
diversely in the near future with the support of the rapid evolution of technology and
manufacturing processes. We believe that it will be another promising contribution to design
future connected and autonomous driving experiences. We also hope the same structured
thinking on future seamless multimodal experience could inspire other design domains, such
as remote control, VR gaming and machine interface interaction.

5.3 Limitations
This research is by no means exhaustive. The configuration of the SAME framework and the
design space needs further validation and verification. For example, the partition of the
cognitive workload types and the definition of the time-cognitive, and space-cognitive
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dimensions proposed in our theory is based on literature reviews, our past experiences or
rough measurements and our expectation in future connected and autonomous driving
experience. However, its reliability and accuracy might require more solid theoretical and
statistical support. Additionally, we mention interaction content, embodiment and
pleasurability are the goals for future HMI design. However, we don’t evaluate the SAME
framework based on these criteria. As a result, the SAME theory can only provide a general
framework and design guidance, but it is much more complicated in the real-world scenario,
yet it may not be completely reliable or practical in industry-ready applications. Future
research opportunities may include conducting experimental analysis inside a high-level or
fully autonomous vehicle on the required human cognitive workload during driving
multitasking with different modalities configurations across time and space.

6. Conclusion
In this article, we present a framework for designing the seamless automotive multimodal
experience in future connected and autonomous vehicles based on the discussion regarding
future driving experience. It incorporates the new design space of multimodal user
interfaces by constructing two parallel dimensions of seamlessness, the time-cognitive
dimension and space-cognitive dimension. Through three design practices, we demonstrate
the framework's feasibility for automotive HMI designers to design the next generation of
multimodal UIs in the cars. We also discussed the framework's potential for constructing
new user research approach and the limitations of our works.
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